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Didn't I Say to Make My Abilities Average in the Next Life?! (Light Novel) Vol. 10
Mine to possess. Mine to claim She is MINE DANTEI'm a trained assassin. Enlisted by the Fae Corps
and instructed to kill, there is no place in my life for a fated mate.Then Gia crashes into my life. Flashing
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eyes, luscious lips that beg to be kissed.One whiff of her sugary scent and I know she is MINE. But she's
human, and no way can she withstand the barbaric mating practices of the Fae.I am too lethal, I should
stay away.When she takes the hit meant for my target, I cannot let her die. So I do the only thing that
will save her life I form a soul-bond with the unconscious human. I want to make her bend to my will.I
hadn't reckoned with craving her emotions, her feelings. Her loveWhen she breaks out of my lair, I will
do anything to get her back. This time I will make her submit her allThis time she cannot escape,Gia is
MINENote: Stolen by the Fae , is a standalone paranormal romance novel, and the first in the emotional
and exciting Fae's Claim Series. Features a snarly, possessive, FAE male, intense love scenes, and a
twist that will keep you gasping for more 1-CLICK NOW

The Pirate Queen
Following on from the hugely successful Element Encyclopedia of 5000 Spells, comes the next bumper
encyclopedia celebrating all facets of witchcraft. This definite book is the most comprehensive,
authoritative and entertaining guide you'll ever find on the mythology, folklore and traditions of magic.

The Pirate Meets the Queen
In the first-ever comprehensive survey of the world's female buccaneers, Pirate Women: The Princesses,
Prostitutes, and Privateers Who Ruled the Seven Seas tells of the women, both real and legendary, who
through the ages sailed alongside—and sometimes in command of—their male counterparts. These women
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came from all walks of life but had one thing in common: a desire for freedom. History has largely
ignored these female swashbucklers, until now. Here are their stories, from ancient Norse warriors like
Awilda, Stikla, and Rusla; to Sayyida al-Hurra of the Barbary corsairs; from Grace O'Malley, who
terrorized shipping operations around the British Isles during the reign of Queen Elizabeth; to Cheng I
Sao, who commanded a fleet of 400 ships off China in the early 19th century.Author Laura Sook
Duncombe also looks beyond the stories to the storytellers and mythmakers. What biases and agendas
motivated them? What did they leave out? Pirate Women explores why and how these stories are told
and passed down and how history changes depending on who is recording it. It's the largest overview of
women pirates in one volume and chock-full of swashbuckling adventures. In this book, pirate women
are pulled from the shadows into the spotlight that they deserve.

The Grumpy Pirate
DRAGONS, DAMSELS AND LOTS OF DISTRESS! Mavis’s solo side-quest is unexpectedly extended
when she rescues a maiden from pursuers—only to learn that she’s a princess on the run, with a lot of
very nasty individuals after her! Meanwhile, there’s trouble in the air as an old foe returns to face the
Crimson Vow. Three old foes, in fact, all of them elder dragons! What does this blast from the past mean
for the girls?

The Pirate Queen; Or, Captain Kidd and the Treasure
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"Exciting illustrations follow events in the life of Anne Bonny. The combination of brightly colored
panels and leveled text is intended for students in grades 3 through 8"--

The Duke & the Pirate Queen
Grace O’Malley is unique as the only woman recorded on the famous Baptista Boazio map of Ireland
(1599), a tribute to the status she achieved as a leader on land and at sea in the 16th century. In 1979
Anne Chambers’ original biography of this famous Irishwoman, who over the centuries had been
airbrushed from historical record, put her on the map once again. The biography became a milestone in
Irish publishing and the catalyst for the restoration of Grace O’Malley to political, social and maritime
history, as well as establishing her as an inspirational female role model in the classroom. In the 40th
anniversary edition of this international bestselling biography, drawn from rare contemporary
manuscript records, the author presents Ireland’s great pirate queen not as a vague mythological figure
but as one of the world’s most extraordinary female leaders. Political pragmatist and tactician, rebel,
intrepid mariner and pirate, wife, lover, mother, grandmother and matriarch, the ‘most notorious woman
in all the coasts of Ireland’, Grace O’Malley challenged and triumphed over the social and political
barriers she encountered in the course of her long, pioneering life. Breaching boundaries of gender
imbalance and bias in a period of immense social and political upheaval and change, Grace O’Malley
rewrote the rules to become one of the world’s first recorded feminist trailblazers. This updated
anniversary edition brings Grace O’Malley’s story to a new generation awakened to the global focus on
gender equality as well as positive ageing.
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Seducing the Pirate Queen
From piracy to nunnery via murder, the scaffold, and rescue by Queen Elizabeth, Pirate Queen tells the
sensational story of Grace O'Malley, terror of the seas.

Pirate Queen's Curse
Being a pirate is all Emmaline Descoteaux has ever known. However, if she wishes to avoid the noose,
she must find another path in life. Utterly bored with everything and everyone, Emme now spends her
days in bed with her sexual servants while she attempts to become a respectable businesswoman. That is
until Queenie, Emme’s most trusted advisor, makes a bold prediction that sends Emme out into the
streets of New Orleans in search of information. American spy turned diplomat, Alexander Pickering is
in Spanish-held New Orleans attempting to obtain information about the future of the city and how his
young country can use that information to its advantage as part of its plans for territorial expansion. Now
that he has that information, Alex is anxious to pass it on to the people who need it the most. Before he
can, however, he’s attacked in a dark alley by men looking to kill him. After Emme rescues Alex from
certain death, they must go on the run together aboard her ship until help can arrive, even though trouble
still follows them as they sail across the Gulf of Mexico. Can Emme trust the crew she has known for
years or are they, too, determined to see her hang, and can Alex convince her that he, above all others,
can be trusted to guard not just her life but her heart as well? Is it hot? Yes, it is! Please be advised that
this 85,200-word novel is written in the true spirit of pirates, including “salty” language and sexual
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situations that would be historically appropriate for that era. It is NOT a “sweet and clean romance” and
is intended for those seeking a MUCH hotter and sexier read while still looking for a romantic happily
ever after. This novel is not appropriate for younger audiences

Pirate Women
Gus the Pirate is always grumpy, but can the wise Pirate Queen convince him to change his ways?

Lintang and the Pirate Queen
Originally published: Australia: Random House Australia Pty Ltd., c2017.

Daughter of the Siren Queen
A captivating retelling of the story of Grace O'Malley, the Pirate Queen of Ireland, and her struggle to
protect the friends, family, and country that she loved. A true daughter of the fearsome O'Malley clan,
Grace spent her life wishing to join the fight to keep Henry VIII's armies from invading her homeland of
Ireland -- only to be told again and again that the battlefield is no place for a woman. But after English
conspirators brutally murder her husband, Grace can no longer stand idly by. Leading men into battle on
the high seas, Grace O'Malley quickly gains a formidable reputation as the Pirate Queen of Ireland with
her prowess as a sailor and skill with a sword. But her newfound notoriety puts the lives of Grace and
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her entire family in danger and eventually leads to a confrontation with the most powerful woman in
England: Queen Elizabeth I. With a gripping narrative and vivid, action-packed illustrations, the fourth
entry in Tony Lee and Sam Hart's Heroes and Heroines series captures the intensity and passion of one
of history's fiercest female warriors.

Ares
Princess Bubblegum is left with no other option when pirates infiltrate the Candy Kingdom and steal a
most precious treasure from underneath her nose. Without a navy (sugar dissolves in water!), Princess
Bubblegum turns to the one person she can trust to retrieve the lost item: Marceline! Together with
BMO, Marceline sets sail in pursuit as the dread Pirate Queen, where she faces deadly sea monsters and
more in her quest to reach the fabled Domekicker Islands. Join writer Leah Williams (X-Men: Gold) and
artist Zachary Sterling (Bee & Puppycat) as Marceline and BMO learn exactly what it takes to survive
the furious oceans of Ooo!

The Pirate Queen
The most powerful pirate in history was a woman who was born into poverty in Guangzhou, China, in
the late 1700s. When pirates attacked her town and the captain took a liking to her, she saw a way out.
Zheng Yi Sao agreed to marry him only if she got an equal share of his business. When her husband died
six years later, she took command of the fleet. Over the next decade, the pirate queen built a fleet of over
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1,800 ships and 70,000 men. On land and sea, Zheng Yi Sao’s power rivaled the emperor himself. Time
and again, her ships triumphed over the emperor’s ships. When she was ready to retire, Zheng Yi Sao
surrendered — on her own terms, of course. Even though there was a price on her head, she was able to
negotiate her freedom, living in peace and prosperity for the rest of her days. Zheng Yi Sao’s powerful
story is told in lyrical prose by award-winning author Helaine Becker. Liz Wong’s colorful, engaging
illustrations illuminate this inspiring woman in history. An author’s note provides historical context and
outlines the challenges of researching a figure about whom little is known.

The Element Encyclopedia of Witchcraft: The Complete A–Z for the Entire Magical
World
The Pirate Queen begins in Ireland with the notorious Grace O’Malley, scourge to the most powerful
fleets of sixteenth-century Europe. This Irish clan chieftain and pirate queen was a contemporary of
Elizabeth I, and a figure whose life is the stuff of myth. Regularly raiding English ships caught off
Ireland’s west coast, she commanded two hundred men (and a couple of husbands), and acquired lands
and castles that still dot the Irish coastline today. But Grace O’Malley was not alone—especially in the
waters of the North Atlantic, where author Barbara Sjoholm traveled through coastal communities and
seafaring ports to collect these little-known stories. Since ancient times, women have rowed and sailed,
commanded and fished, built boats, and owned fleets. The Pirate Queen brings some of these
extraordinary heroines back to life, including Leif Eiríksson’s explorer sister Freydís, and TrouserBeret, the Norwegian fishing captain. Sjoholm takes readers on an unforgettable journey from the wild
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Irish coast through the lonely Shetlands and Faroes to the haunting fjords of Iceland and Norway, in this
meticulously researched, colorfully written, and truly original work.

The Pirate Queen
Kylie Jean wants to be a pirate queen, but the boys in her class don't think girls can be pirates. Can Kylie
Jean and her friends change their minds?

Grania
The capable, confident, and occasionally ruthless heroine of Daughter of the Pirate King is back in this
action-packed sequel that promises rousing high seas adventures and the perfect dash of magic. Alosa's
mission is finally complete. Not only has she recovered all three pieces of the map to a legendary hidden
treasure, but the pirates who originally took her captive are now prisoners on her ship. Still unfairly
attractive and unexpectedly loyal, first mate Riden is a constant distraction, but now he's under her
orders. And she takes great comfort in knowing that the villainous Vordan will soon be facing her
father's justice. When Vordan exposes a secret her father has kept for years, Alosa and her crew find
themselves in a deadly race with the feared Pirate King. Despite the danger, Alosa knows they will
recover the treasure first . . . after all, she is the daughter of the Siren Queen. In Daughter of the Siren
Queen, Tricia Levenseller brings together the perfect mix of thrilling action, tense battle scenes, and a
heart-pounding romance.
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Pirate Queen
Originally published: Australia: Random House Australia Pty Ltd., c2017.

Lintang and the Pirate Queen
When the son of notorious Irish pirate queen Granny O'Malley is captured by the English, Granny tries
to meet with Queen Elizabeth I to negotiate for his freedom.

Marceline the Pirate Queen
Princess Bubblegum is left with no other option when pirates infiltrate the Candy Kingdom and steal a
most precious treasure from underneath her nose. Without a navy (sugar dissolves in water!), Princess
Bubblegum turns to the one person she can trust to retrieve the lost item: Marceline! Together with
BMO, Marceline sets sail in pursuit as the dread Pirate Queen, where she faces deadly sea monsters and
more in her quest to reach the fabled Domekicker Islands. Join writer Leah Williams (X-Men: Gold) and
artist Zachary Sterling (Bee & Puppycat) as Marceline and BMO learn exactly what it takes to survive
the furious oceans of Ooo!

The Pirate Queen (Songbook)
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Reproduction of the original: The Queen of the Pirate Isle by Bret Harte

Anne Bonny
Lucian is a Dragon Prince of the House of Smoke and he's dying.He has to spawn a dragonling to
uphold the treaty that keeps the mortal world safe from the immortal Dark Fae, but a dragon's mate
rarely survives the birth of a young dragon and he can't face the horror of another woman's death on his
hands. When he rescues a beautiful woman from a demon roaming the streets of Seattle, he has to
seduce her without losing his heart and before he turns into a feral dragon and breaks the treaty forever.
The FALLEN IMMORTALS series is a modern Beauty and the Beast story with flaming HOT dragon
shifters, vengeful Dark Fae, and beguiling fallen angels. THE FALLEN IMMORTALS SERIES Lucian
and Arabella Kiss of a Dragon (Fallen Immortals 1) Heart of a Dragon (Fallen Immortals 2) Fire of a
Dragon (Fallen Immortals 3) Leonidas and Rosalyn Chosen by a Dragon (Fallen Immortals 4) Seduced
by a Dragon (Fallen Immortals 5) Touched by a Dragon (Fallen Immortals 6) Leksander and Erelah
Loved by a Dragon (Fallen Immortals 7) Marked by a Dragon (Fallen Immortals 8) Claimed by a
Dragon (Fallen Immortals 9) Of Bards and Witches (Fallen Immortals 10): Leonidas's Story

Anne Bonny
Learn about Ireland's original rebel girl in this exciting new series of inspirational Irish lives In an
exciting new series of books for children, John and Fatti Burke go deeper into the lives and subjects first
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introduced in Irelandopedia, Historopedia and Foclóiropedia. This first book focusses on Granuaile, the
daughter of a great trader and sea captain, Eoghan O'Malley of Mayo. Living in a castle on Clare Island
500 years ago, Granuaile spent her childhood on the sea in boats of all shapes and sizes. Granuaile's
parents wanted her to do what other girls did, to be a good girl and get married and settle down. But
Granuaile had other ideas This superb illustrated book on this historic icon and fearless leader is a must
to begin every child's collection of inspiring Irish lives.

Adventure Time Original Graphic Novel: Marceline the Pirate Queen
Adventure Time OGN Marceline the Pirate Queen
Dubbed the "pirate queen" by the Vatican and Spain's Philip II, Elizabeth I was feared and admired by
her enemies. Extravagant, whimsical, and hot-tempered, Elizabeth was the epitome of power. Her
visionary accomplishments were made possible by her daring merchants, gifted rapscallion adventurers,
astronomer philosophers, and her stalwart Privy Council, including Sir William Cecil, Sir Francis
Walsingham, and Sir Nicholas Bacon. All these men contributed their vast genius, power, greed, and
expertise to the advancement of England. In The Pirate Queen, historian Susan Ronald offers a fresh
look at Elizabeth I, focusing on her uncanny instinct for financial survival and the superior intellect that
propelled and sustained her rise. The foundation of Elizabeth's empire was built on a carefully
choreographed strategy whereby piracy transformed England from an impoverished state on the fringes
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of Europe into the first building block of an empire that covered two-fifths of the world. Based on a
wealth of historical sources and thousands of personal letters between Elizabeth and her merchant
adventurers, advisers, and royal "cousins," The Pirate Queen tells the thrilling story of Elizabeth and the
swashbuckling mariners who terrorized the seas, planted the seedlings of an empire, and amassed great
wealth for themselves and the Crown.

Pirate Queen
From piracy to nunnery via murder, the scaffold, and rescue by Queen Elizabeth, Pirate Queen tells the
sensational story of Grace O'Malley, terror of the seas.

Pirate Queen
(Vocal Selections). From the creators of Les Miserables and the producers of Riverdance comes this new
musical based on the life of 16th-century Irish pirate Grace O'Malley. Our songbook features 11
selections from the show: A Day Beyond Belclare * Boys'll Be Boys * Here on This Night * I Dismiss
You * I'll Be There * If I Said I Love You * Sail to the Stars * The Role of the Queen * The Sea of Life
* The Wedding * Woman.

The Queen of the Pirate Isle
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Aboard her privateering ship, The Seaflower, Captain Imena Leung is the law. Ashore she answers only
to her liege, Duke Maxime. They are a powerful couple, with an intense attraction neither can disguise
nor deny. As a nobleman, Maxime is destined to wed strategically, so his seductive advances must be
purely for pleasure. And what self-respecting pirate denies herself any pleasure? Their delicious
dalliance is prolonged when Imena is forced to abduct Maxime to thwart a political plot against him. At
sea, with a stunningly virile man bound and held in her private quarters, Imena can imagine—and
enact—any number of intoxicating scenarios. The heat between captain and captive is matched only by
the perils that beset The Seaflower and her crew. Violent storms, marauding corsairs and life-or-death
sex games on a desert island—how fortunate for the seemingly insatiable lovers that danger and desire go
hand-in-hand.

Pirate Queen of Ireland
When pirates infiltrate the Candy Kingdom and steal a precious treasure, Marceline and BMO set sail in
pursuit to retrieve it and discover exactly what it takes to survive the furious oceans of Ooo.

Grace O'Malley
New York Times and USA Today Best-Selling Paranormal Romance Author Felicity Heaton presents:
Ares (Guardians of Hades Romance Series Book 1) Prince of the Underworld and Lord of Fire, Ares
was banished from his home by his father, Hades, two centuries ago and given a new duty and
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purpose—to keep our world and his from colliding in a calamity foreseen by the Moirai. Together with his
six brothers, he fights to defend the gates to the Underworld from daemons bent on breaching them and
gaining entrance to that forbidden land, striving to protect his home from their dark influence. Caged by
the manifestation of his power, held apart from those he loves by his own fire and starved of physical
contact, Ares lives a cold existence driven by duty and the desire to return to his world. Until his world
collides with a daemon who steals his power and a mortal female who shatters the ice around his heart
and awakens the true fire within him—a soul-stirring passion both dangerous and seductive. Megan has
wandered far from her home, driven from everyone she loves by the devastating realisation that she is
different to them all. Unsure who to trust in the world, she keeps to herself, until a fateful stormy night
brings a temptingly handsome warrior crashing into her life and into her heart—a warrior who seems to
hold powers more frightening and marvellous than her own. When the New York gate comes under
threat, and Ares is put to the test, will he choose his duty and regain the power he needs in order to save
his world or will he choose the desires of his heart and sacrifice his fire so he can be with the woman
becoming his whole world? Seven powerful Greek god alpha heroes. Seven passionate paranormal
romance novels. No cliffhangers. Just happily forever afters! Grab your copy today and step into an
action-packed paranormal romance world filled with mythology and mystery from New York Times and
USA Today best-selling paranormal romance author Felicity Heaton. Be swept up in the story and
characters as the princes of the Underworld fight to protect their world and ours, and the women who
claim their hearts, from an enemy bent on destroying everything in the Guardians of Hades romance
series: Book 1: Ares Book 2: Valen Book 3: Esher Book 4: Marek Book 5: Calistos Book 6: Daimon
Book 7: Keras Book 8: Thanatos - Coming in 2021
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The Gift of the Pirate Queen
This is the true story of Grace O’Malley, or Granuaile, who ruled on land and sea in Connaught over 400
years ago. A Pirate Queen and Chieftain, she became a legend. We meet Grace as a young girl on
Ireland’s west coast. Her father is a strong chieftain and loves the sea. Despite her parents’ objections,
Grace becomes a better sailor than any of her father’s crew and so the adventures of the Pirate Queen
begin. We set sail on her galley to Spain where war with England affects Grace and Ireland. We meet
her husbands, Donal of the Battles and Richard in Iron, and are on board ship for her son’s birth and
pirate attacks. After many escapades we sail to London for her famous meeting with Queen Elizabeth I.
And we stay with her in her castle at Rock Fleet where she dies in 1603. This non-fiction account is a
must for children who love Irish history! Similar to: Michael Collins: Most Wanted Man by Vincent
McDonnell and Tom Crean: Ice Man by Michael Smith.

The Pirate Queen
When Ada travels to the seaside resort of Brighton on holiday, she is very excited to meet leading
followers of fashion Lady Vivienne Dashwood and her rival, the fashionable shepherd, Beau Peeps.
They are there preparing for World Frock Night - a lavish ball where everyone dresses up in their finest
costumes to compete for the grand prize. Ada has been given money by her father to buy a spectacular
outfit for the ball, and she's excited to be in with a chance of winning the prize. But, as usual, nothing
goes to plan, and becoming the belle of the ball will prove to be Ada's biggest challenge yet . . . Full of
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intricate black and white illustrations, Goth Girl and the Pirate Queen is a gorgeous World Book Day
book from Chris Riddell, award-winning author of Goth Girl and the Ghost of a Mouse.

Pirate Queen
Recounts the life of the renowned sixteenth-century Irish woman pirate.

Pirate Queen: The Legend of Grace O'Malley
Lucian is a Dragon Prince of the House of Smoke and he's dying.He has to spawn a dragonling to
uphold the treaty that keeps the mortal world safe from the immortal Dark Fae, but a dragon's mate
rarely survives the birth of a young dragon and he can't face the horror of another woman's death on his
hands. When he rescues a beautiful woman from a demon roaming the streets of Seattle, he has to
seduce her without losing his heart and before he turns into a feral dragon and breaks the treaty forever.
The FALLEN IMMORTALS series is a modern Beauty and the Beast story with flaming HOT dragon
shifters, vengeful Dark Fae, and beguiling fallen angels. THE FALLEN IMMORTALS SERIES Lucian
and Arabella Kiss of a Dragon (Fallen Immortals 1) Heart of a Dragon (Fallen Immortals 2) Fire of a
Dragon (Fallen Immortals 3) Leonidas and Rosalyn Chosen by a Dragon (Fallen Immortals 4) Seduced
by a Dragon (Fallen Immortals 5) Touched by a Dragon (Fallen Immortals 6) Leksander and Erelah
Loved by a Dragon (Fallen Immortals 7) Marked by a Dragon (Fallen Immortals 8) Claimed by a
Dragon (Fallen Immortals 9) Of Bards and Witches (Fallen Immortals 10): Leonidas's Story
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Adventure Time Original Graphic Novel: Marceline the Pirate Queen
A meticulously detailed, fictional portrait of the legendary Irish pirate describes how Grace O'Malley
built a powerful empire that became the terror of the English on the high seas and chronicles her daring
exploits in defiance of English rule during the Elizabethan era. By the author of Warrior Queen. Reader's
Guide included. Original.

The Pirate Queen
Treasure is found in the most unlikely places. The envy of all her friends, wife and mother Saphora
Warren is the model of southern gentility and accomplishment. She lives in a beautiful Lake Norman
home, and has raised three capable adult children. Her husband is a successful plastic surgeon--and a
philanderer. It is for that reason that, after hosting a garden party for Southern Living magazine, Saphora
packs her bags to escape the trappings of the picturesque-but-vacant life. Saphora’s departure is
interrupted by her husband Bender’s early arrival home, and his words that change her life forever: I’m
dying. Against her desires, Saphora agrees to take care of Bender as he fights his illness. They relocate,
at his insistance, to their coastal home in Oriental—the same house she had chosen for her private
getaway. When her idyllic retreat is overrun by her grown children, grandchildren, townspeople,
relatives, and a precocious neighbor child, Saphora’s escape to paradise is anything but the life she had
imagined. As she gropes for evidence of God's presence amid the turmoil, can she discover that the
richest treasures come in surprising packages?
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Granuaile
Sixth-grader Grace, her mother dead and her only sister ill with diabetes, learns to be brave like the
pirate queen Grace O'Malley, whom her Irish cousin says she resembles.

Goth Girl and the Pirate Queen
PERILS OF THE PIRATE QUEEN Men lusted after her, but volcanic, self-centered Anne Bonny lusted
for freedom - to live as a male pirate. Until she fell in love with Mary Read, another "male" pirate in
disguise. Opening her heart to Mary brings crushing disappointment, but, alarmingly, transforms her into
someone willing to sacrifice her life for the good of others. "Perils of the Pirate Queen" is the powerful
love/hate story of the Caribbean's most famous pirate, who sparked rebellion in times of social and
political upheaval.

Stolen by the Fae
Sun, surf, sass, sorcery and sexy, sexy pirates. Welcome to Caribbean Captain's Log Date: Seven days
since the mutiny Time: Super late Drinks: Not enough This time last week, I didn't believe in curses, but
that was before I got mutinied on, marooned, and captured. Now I'm the captain of a cursed ship where
if we let our guard down, some smug evil spirit invades our minds and tries to trap us in a horrific
netherworld. And let's not forget that there's a bounty on me so huge, even I'm tempted to cash myself
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in. Why does someone want to pay that much money for me? I wish I knew. Right now there's three hot
men in my cabin and I can't have sex with any of them: There's my ex, Captain Dauntless, ridiculously
handsome with an ego to match the size of hisship. There's the mysterious Sebastian, one of the hottest
peddlers of pleasure in the caribbean, who wants to give me a good time but is definitely hiding
something. And there's the Commodore Benedict St Stephens, my nemesis, my prisoner, who has a hardon for killing me instead of a regular hard-on but I'm sure I could talk him 'round. What can I say, there's
a lot of love-hate happening in this room, as well as a lot of hate-hate. I just want gold, drink and sex.
Instead, I've got to deal with this curse and this bounty, before they get me killed. ****** Pirate Queen's
Curse is the first in a series of slow-burn, high snark RH, featuring the kick-ass snark-filled Captain
Magpie Flint, the crew of the Queen's Liberty, and four hot men, because why choose?There is a HEA at
the end of the series. Warning: Contains violence, alcohol, sex and cussing. So much cussing.

Fire of a Dragon
An authentic and vivid re-creation of sixteenth-century Ireland provides the backdrop for the saga of reallife Irish chieftain Grace O'Malley, who took part in a lifelong struggle against England's Queen
Elizabeth I. Reprint. 17,500 first printing.

Heart of a Dragon
Princess Bubblegum is left with no other option when pirates infiltrate the Candy Kingdom and steal a
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most precious treasure from underneath her nose. Without a navy (sugar dissolves in water!), Princess
Bubblegum turns to the one person she can trust to retrieve the lost item: Marceline! Together with
BMO, Marceline sets sail in pursuit as the dread Pirate Queen, where she faces deadly sea monsters and
more in her quest to reach the fabled Domekicker Islands. Join writer Leah Williams (X-Men: Gold) and
artist Zachary Sterling (Bee & Puppycat) as Marceline and BMO learn exactly what it takes to survive
the furious oceans of Ooo!
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